
  

CASAMARO BLANCO 
 

 
 

Varietal/Blend: 90% Verdejo and 10% Viura 

Farming: Lutte Raisonnée 

Altitude / Exposure: 900 m / multiple 

Soil: sand  

Vine Training: goblet 

Ave Year Vines Planted: old vines range from 1870 to 1915 / 

youngest vines planted around 2000 

Harvest Technique: by hand 

Yeast: indigenous 

Fermentation: 100% free-run juice fermented in stainless steel 

Aging: bottled directly from the tank 

Alcohol: 12% 

Fined: cold-stabilized 

Filtered: no 
 

These Matapozuelos natives specialize in Verdejo farmed in their ancient 

vineyards, but they also farm a little Viura on the side. If you visit their 

vineyards you may notice the sandy soils scattered with the occasional 

ancient seashell, which might make you forget that these vineyards are 

located in central Spain. These sandy soils provided a natural protection 

from phylloxera when the pest spread across the region about 100 years 

ago. Those vines still grow today and at an age of 100 to 145 years, they 

provide a large amount of the free-run juice for Garciarevalo’s Casamaro 

Blanco in addition to other, younger plantings. 

Country: Spain 

Region: Castilla y Leon 

Sub Region: Rueda 

Vineyard: Matapozuelos 

 

 

 
          

GARCIAREVALO 

Garciarevalo is a family owned winery established in 1991.Located 

in the town Matapozuelos in the heart of Rueda, they specialize in 

Verdejo with additional plantings of Viura. They have 40 hectares 

of vines that are over 100 years old, including Verdejo vines that 

are up to 130 years old. The unique qualities of this site are evident 

in the soils that differ from most other areas of Rueda. The soil 

here is sand that allows for excellent drainage and greater 

differences between day and night temperatures. Long winters with 

late frosts combine with hot and dry summers creating an ideal 

situation to cultivate grapes with the perfect balance of sugar and 

acidity. 

 

Believing that the key to a good wine is in the raw materials, 

Garciarevalo strives to make a wine that is as true to the fruit as 

possible. The utmost care and latest technologies are used to 

extract a juice that reflects the hard work and special attention given 

in the fields. This juice is then put through temperature controlled 

fermentation to create a wine of the highest quality. 

 

 

 

 

 

 


